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ABSTRACT 

 
Acoustic emission signals are generated in case of wheel-rail interaction under track irregularity, 

switching of pneumatic turnout, spalling wheel/rail impact, friction of wheel flange, rail stripping, rail 

wave grinding, rail fracture, spalling of rail bottom, spalling of rail head, rail crack initiation and 

development, etc. The piezoelectric sensor's acquisition signal is a linear combination of various 

associated acoustic emission signals transmitted through the rail channel. This paper presents a scheme 

for monitoring rail cracks by identifying associated acoustic emission signals. Firstly, the same acoustic 

emission signal is collected by using dual sensor 1 meter apart, and then the signal is identified according 

to its propagation dispersion, multi-mode and high-frequency attenuation characteristics in the rail. At 

the same time, the relative distance between the acoustic emission source and dual sensor is obtained. 

Test data and engineering success case demonstrate the effectiveness of the scheme. 

 

 

Background overview 
 

In 2004, Rose experimented on a rail that was still used. The results show that the 30K~100KHz 

frequency signal can induce the guided wave in the rail, giving the dispersion curve of the guided wave 

propagating in the rail [1-3]. The experimental results prove the possibility of guided waves detecting rail 

damage. The ballast crack monitoring based on acoustic emission signal detection utilizes the capture 

of acoustic emission events to identify signals. Alarm based on the type of event. Due to the irregularity 

of the track, there is friction and impact during the action of the train (especially the freight train of the 

marshalling station) and the track, and an acoustic emission signal is generated. These acoustic emission 

signals are very similar to the acoustic emission signals generated by cracks. To identify the acoustic 

emission signals generated by the cracks, these interfering acoustic emission signals are first removed. 

To remove these interfering acoustic emission signals, firstly, the physical source for generating these 

acoustic emissions needs to be found. The first problem is where the acoustic emission signals received 

by the sensors for receiving the acoustic emission signals come from and which direction. This paper 

addresses the problem of identifying which direction the acoustic emission noise is coming from. 

 

1. Detection principle 
 

 The vibration of a mechanical vibration in an elastic medium is called an elastic wave. When an elastic 

wave is confined to a medium with a boundary, such as a plate, a pipe, or a rail, it will continuously 

reflect at the boundary and propagate in the direction of the medium [4]. Guided waves, such a boundary 

medium that produces guided waves is called a waveguide. The rail head, rail waist, and rail bottom are 
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three typical waveguides in the rail. Due to the different structures of these waveguides, the frequency 

and speed of the guided waves propagating therein also change accordingly. 

 

In the track area, especially the train freight line, due to the uneven track, many acoustic emission signals 

are generated between the train and the rail due to impact, friction and the like. These acoustic emission 

noise signals have a certain symmetry because they come with the movement of the train. Using the 

special structure of the switch, the sensor array is used, and the adaptive filtering method can be used to 

identify these noises to some extent. In the process of removing noise, the direction of the noise source 

is one of the work. 

 

Orientation of the noise source direction, which utilizes the characteristics of dispersion and multi-

modality characteristics and high-frequency signal attenuation in the medium when the guided wave 

signal propagates in the rail. The data is compared after the two sensors are aligned in time. 

Characteristics, by comparing the dispersion of the same signal with the degree of multimodality (eg, 

the signal farther from the sensor is more severe, the signal spread is more severe); the two signals are 

passed through a high-pass filter with a frequency of 5 kHz. The signal farther away from the sensor is 

more attenuated, indicating that there are more low-frequency components in the signal, and the high-

frequency portion of the signal itself is further attenuated during the transmission of the rail. Through 

this signal characteristic analysis, it can be identified which acoustic emission signal generated by the 

acoustic emission noise source is closer to the sensor, and provides a certain information basis for the 

subsequent crack acoustic emission signal positioning, damage and verification. 

 

2. Dispersion and multi-modal characteristics of acoustic emission signals 
 

When the 20th century Lamb studied the sine wave problem in an infinite plate, the equation describing 

the fluctuation characteristics of the lamb wave is expressed as follows [5]: 

Symmetrical mode: 

                    
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘1𝑏 = − 4𝑘0𝑘1𝑘𝑠(𝑘02−𝑘𝑠2)2                    (1) 

 

Anisometric mode: 

 

                                
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘1𝑏=-

(𝑘02−𝑘𝑠2)24𝑘0𝑘1𝑘𝑠                          (2) 

                       𝑘12 = (𝑤𝑐1)2 − 𝑘02                     (3) 

                     𝑘𝑠2 = (𝑤𝑐𝑠)2 − 𝑘02                       (4) 

 
Where: 𝑘0  wavenumber along the horizontal direction of the plate, 𝑏 1/2 plate thickness,W angular 

frequency， 𝑐1 longitudinal wavenumber, 𝑐𝑠 transverse wavenumber; 

 

It is seen from the above equation that the lamb wave has dispersion and multi-modal characteristics. 

The acoustic emission signals transmitted in the rails belong to the same class as the lamb waves, but 

the waveguides are different. The signals in the rails are more complicated. It is certain that the signals 

propagating in the rails also have dispersion and multi-modal characteristics. 

 

3. Simulation of Dispersion and Multimodal Characteristics of Acoustic 

Emission Signals in Rails 

 
3.1 Simulation model 
 

Through the Abaqus simulation, the following model is established: 
 



 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Based on the Abaqus rail simulation model 
 

3.2 excitation signal 

                             F = 12 [1 − COS (2𝜋𝑓𝑡𝑛 )] . sin (2𝜋𝑓𝑡)               (5) 

 

Where: f is the frequency, t is the time, n is the number of cycles [6] 

 

 

Figure 2. Incentive function time domain waveform 
 

Simulation results, select the simulation results of two frequency points: 

 

1) The waveguide signal increases in the rail as the propagation distance increases (the signal 

becomes wider in the time domain); 

 

2) Comparing the transmitted signals of the same amplitude of 35k and 100k, the 100k high 

frequency signal is attenuated faster than the 35K amplitude. 

 



 

 

 

 

      Figure 3. 35k excitation signal receiving signal and receiving distance diagram 
 

 

Figure 4. 100k excitation signal receiving signal and receiving distance diagram 
 

4. Experiment of dispersion and attenuation localization using acoustic 

emission signals in a ballast 
 

Two sensors are installed on a turnout at Chengdu North Station. When the train passes the sensor, an 

acoustic emission signal of 5k~100k is generated. Due to the randomness of the acoustic emission signal, 

the position of the acoustic emission source is determined by positioning using the dispersion and 

attenuation characteristics of the received signal. 

 

The time domain waveform received by the same acoustic emission source at the same time passes 

through the high-pass cut-off time domain waveform of the FIR filter with a frequency of 5 kHz. 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  The same acoustic emission signal collected by the same switch 101 sensor 
 

 

Figure 6. The same acoustic emission signal collected by the same switch 103 sensor 
 

Experimental data analysis: Observing the maximum values of the two waveforms, it is found that the 

value of 101 is slightly larger than 103; observing the last segment of the two waveforms, 101 is smaller 

than the acoustic emission signal of the 103 sensor, indicating that the 103 modes are more, the 

dispersion is more serious. 

 

Experimental conclusion: The acoustic emission source is closer to the 101 sensor. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, the finite element software Abaqus is used to simulate the dispersion and attenuation of 

the guided waves in the rail. By comparing the simulation analysis results with the actual sensor test 

results, the feasibility of using the dispersion and attenuation characteristics of the guided waves to 

locate the acoustic emission source is confirmed. 
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